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help align and enhance the 
contributions from your team of 

advisors by appointing a chief planner  

Developing a long-term plan is a complicated process with a lot of moving parts. Even if you staff your team 
with the best of the best, you may have lingering questions about how their expert guidance will all fit together. 
That’s why your planning team needs a quarterback—someone who can make sure all the different parts of your 
plan fit together seamlessly.  

A quarterback can make sure each member of your team is pulling in the same direction. After all, the individual 
advisors are experts in their respective fields. They are therefore likely to work on solutions best suited to their 
area of expertise—even if that solution might be working at cross-purposes with another advisor on the team. 
A quarterback can provide the oversight and coordination necessary to ensure your plan is built on a strong, 
interdisciplinary foundation.  

The following three duties are important for this role: 

Enhance collaboration
  
A strong head of planning can coordinate with your team of advisors to keep planning efforts in line. Regular 
meetings with every advisor on the team can greatly improve the overall level of collaboration. Group meetings 
improve each professional’s grasp of your long-term plan and allow advisors to respectfully challenge each 
other’s ideas. The group interaction generates better planning and solutions than if each advisor helped you 
separately. 

Tap into a wide network
 
This individual should have access to a wide network of professionals that can help solve issues that arise 
during the planning process. For instance, maybe you’ll need assistance converting to a different employee 
benefits plan or need investment banking help to sell the business. In these cases, your chief of planning should 
be able to connect you with those specialized resources that aren’t present on your team. 



Keep the bigger picture in view 

Finally, an effective head of planning must have a holistic view of your personal financial picture and family 
life, not just your business. That way they can see how professional advice in one area might influence other 
areas. For instance, dividing business assets equally among your adult children might make sense from a legal 
standpoint, but not if only one child is interested in running it. Your chief of planning should help you navigate 
long-term decisions while staying mindful of your family dynamics. For this reason, it’s important to find 
someone you trust for this role. You can do that by seeking a referral, and by taking your time to get to know the 
person before hiring them. 

Appointing a head of planning not only helps bring the different parts of your long-term planning together, 
it also gives you the confidence to move forward with your plan. The best long-term plan in the world is only 
effective if you implement it; all too often, owners make business decisions under the guidance of an advisor, 
only to fall short on the follow through. Having a chief of planning helps you keep your eye on that bigger 
picture, and that can you feel more comfortable with your chosen course of action for the long run.
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